BREVETS EUROPÉENS DONT LA TRADUCTION A ÉTÉ REMISE À L’INPI

(European applications for which the translation has not been lodged to the INPI)

legal basis

Art. 65 European Patent Convention
Art. 1 French Patent Law 77-683
Art. 9,12 French Decree 78-1011

data in PRS for

All entries in the B.O.P.I. since number 35/69 (29.08.69)
first document affected EP 0000034; first entry in PRS on 7 January 1983

field meaning

ymmd Date of issue of the “Bulletin Officiel de la Propriété Industrielle” in which the notice is published.

code meaning

Within 3 months after the grant of the patent has been advertised in the European Patent Bulletin a translation of the complete specification in French has to be made available to the INPI.

In case of failure to observe this provision, the European patent shall be deemed to be void ab initio in France. A restoration of the patent is possible.

This code refers to the case where the translation has been submitted within the legal term specified, event that is advertised in the B.O.P.I. under the above-mentioned heading and recorded in INPADOC with this code.

see related codes

EP P B1, EP P EN